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Do you often tell yourself things like, “I’ll feel more joy when…” 
 

I change jobs. 
 

I get married. 
 

I have kids.  
 

The kids are out of the house. 
 

I go on vacation. 
 

I lose weight. 
 

I finish this project. 
 

This is such a natural thing to do, and many of the things I’ve just listed are 

wonderful things. But the reality is, when those things occur, most often, we tend to 

eventually go right back to the same level of joy we felt before.  

 

In fact, what are some things you have in your life right now that you once told 

yourself you’d be happier when you have them?  

 

As you may have already discovered, chasing after some external destination for joy 

easily turns into an endless quest and one in which you may never feel like you’ve 

finally arrived. 
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You may also tell yourself things like, “I would be more joyful but…” 

 
I don’t want to get out of control. 

 
I need to be serious for the work I do.      

 
I don’t want to live in denial. 

 
I will make people uncomfortable or feel badly. 

 
I have too many other things I have to get done first. 

 
It is holy and noble to suffer. 

 
It’s selfish. 

 
Joyful people are so fake. 

 
My kids…     My spouse…   My boss… 

 
I hate my job. 

 
I’m sick. 

 
I’m depressed. 

 
There is so much suffering in the world. 

 
I don’t deserve it. 

 
My joy depends on others changing. 

 
If something good is happening, it just means something bad is about to happen. 

 
I don’t want to set myself up for disappointment. 

 
I am not capable of being truly happy. 

 
Any of those sound familiar? 

 

The truth is, there are a lot of limiting beliefs people tend to have when it comes to 

joy. I had them too, and I needed to do some major myth-busting to open to all the joy 

available to me.  

http://www.joypotential.com/
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In my belief, these things are true instead… 
 

Joyful people are in denial. 
When we focus on the negative, we are actually in denial of all of the good in 

ourselves, one another, each situation, and the world. Joyful people simply don’t 
waste a bad experience and turn everything painful into something purposeful. 

 
I have too many other things I have to get done first. 

Joy is an incredibly practical priority. When we live in joy, we are more engaged, 
creative, motivated, energetic, resilient, kind, generous, productive, inspired, healthy, 
flexible, adaptable, team-oriented, successful, intelligent, connected, and insightful.  

 
I need to be serious for the work I do. 

Only 25% of job successes are predicted by IQ. 75% of job successes are predicted by 
social support, optimism, and the ability to see stress as a challenge rather than a 

threat. Plus, your brain at positivity is 31% more productive than your brain at 
negative, neutral or stressed. And joy turns on dopamine, which activates all the 

learning centers of the brain. Amazing, right?!  
 

It is holy and noble to suffer. 
Joy and fully appreciating all of the beauty within and around us is holy. 

 
There is so much suffering in the world, and it is selfish to be joyful.  

Authentic joy is contagious, serves others, and creates ripples of more healing joy. 
 
 

http://www.joypotential.com/
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Joyful people are fake.  
Truly joyful people feel and honor all of their feelings and learn to live from a place 

of genuine inner abundance. 
 

I can’t experience joy because… 
Adding more joy to any situation is, nearly always, a choice. 

 
I don’t deserve joy. 

You are inherently worthy of joy and are capable of feeling it. 
 

If something good is happening, it just means something bad will happen. 
Experiencing joy actually makes it more likely you will continue to experience it, 
not less likely. You just need to expand your capacity for how happy you can feel.  

 
I don’t want to set myself up for disappointment. 

You will feel much more disappointed by not prioritizing joy. 
 
Are you ready to start shifting some of your outdated beliefs about joy? I wrote a 

blog post about this and included some new positive affirmations I encourage you to 

start wiring in. You can check it out here.  

 

I also lovingly encourage you to be more committed to joy than…. 
 

looking good           being wealthy           getting revenge           getting approval      
 being the perfect mom, dad, friend, spouse, lover, colleague, employee, kid, etc.  

 impressing people             being right             being successful             being too busy      
 solely focusing on everything that is “wrong” with the world, a situation, others, etc.       

not getting close to people          being miserable, just to prove your belief that life is hard      
 thinking you are better or less than others           basing your worth on how you compare  

  staying stuck            staying in your comfort zone            things being a certain way      
 believing the world is doomed              staying angry                  staying resentful       

getting sympathy             pleasing others             getting attention      
trying to be everything to everyone              blaming others for not living your dreams            

 
Some of these things aren’t negative things, like being successful. 

However, we lose joy when we make any of these things more 
important than joy itself.  

 

Have you made any of these things more important than joy?  

 

If so, it’s okay. In fact, there are a lot of “benefits” of staying 

unhappy. However, it’s an illusion to think any of these things 

would make us happier than true joy itself.  

http://www.joypotential.com/
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Are you suggesting I feel joy all the time? 
 

While I am an enthusiastic advocate for joy, I am not suggesting the aim is to feel 

ecstatic joy every moment of every day or to walk around with a perma-grin ;) I am 

utterly clear that we actually must be willing to honor all of our feelings (like 

sadness, grief, and anger) in order to feel our fullest capacity for joy. In fact, all of 

our feelings and challenges, if navigated consciously, are deeply healing, purposeful, 

and ultimately expand the depth and width of our hearts, our awareness, our love, 

and our joy. 
 

What motivates me is that I simply see so many humans creating an enormity of 

unnecessary suffering on a daily basis and doing the very things that perpetuate 

more struggle, rather than joy -- and I am passionate about helping people turn that 

around. I am also convinced that most people have huge untapped potential to feel 

more joy, and I love helping people access all the joy that can be theirs.  

 

After all, we didn’t just come here to survive or check one more thing off of our to-do 

list. We came here to enjoy ourselves, one another, and this glorious planet and to 

leave things better than we found them. These 6 steps to feel more joy will help you 

do just that. 

 

Now let’s get started with the 6 steps! 
 

Alright, now that we’ve cleared some joy busters, let’s get to those 6 steps to get you 

feeling more joy now!  

 

The things I’ll be going over in this little guide are things you can start putting into 

practice right this moment. I’m not suggesting you must do all 6 of these every 

single moment in order to experience joy, but if you want to feel more joy than you 

currently do, it’s a great idea to go through each of the 6 steps to see which one(s) 

you might be missing and, therefore, how you can turn up the joy volume more 

fully!  

 

This also isn’t the comprehensive roadmap to living a joyous life (we go over that in 

my programs and coaching!). Rather it’s the exact things you can do when you’re 

thinking to yourself “I sure wish I could feel more joy right now, but I don’t know 

how to get there.” This will help you make an instant shift towards joy! 

 

Also, joy is a daily practice, just like eating healthy or exercising and, the more you 

do it, the stronger your joy muscles become, and the easier and easier it gets. 

 

Again, you don’t need to be doing all 6 in every moment, and you definitely don’t 

need to do them in any certain order. If you practice all six, you will surely enjoy life 

http://www.joypotential.com/
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the most! By implementing one or two, you’ll feel happier. By integrating three or 

four, you will feel even more. When you go for five or six, joy is unavoidable! 

 

Lastly, each of the 6 starts with an “S.” I’ve done this intentionally to help you 

remember them. ☺ I’ve even created a handy little pocket guide on the last page 

that you can print up and carry with you!  

 

 #1 - Surrender 

“Surrender is the intersection between acceptance and change.” 

 

What it Means 

Surrendering is about loving and accepting what is. It’s about going with, rather 

than against, whatever is happening. Surrendering is about leaning into your fears 

and your discomfort. Surrendering is about trusting the perfection of what is, even 

when things don’t go as planned or turn out the way you hoped. Surrendering is 

about letting go when plans change, the small ones and the big, and opening up to 

whatever unexpected blessings the Universe has in store for you.  

 

Surrendering is about breathing into and through, rather than pushing away, all of 

your precious feelings. Surrendering is about exploring the possibility that 

something more amazing (that you simply can’t see yet) must be on its way when 

life throws a curve ball. Surrendering is handing over your problems to the 

Universe. Surrendering is about falling into the arms of grace and joy and trusting 

that, as long as you keep your mind and heart set on joy, you will find joy wherever 

you go.  

http://www.joypotential.com/
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What it’s Not 
By surrendering, I’m in no way suggesting giving up. Surrendering is not about 

withdrawing effort on your part. In order to experience joy, we simply need to first 

accept what is and surrender to those things we cannot change. We need to be fluid, 

continually letting be, letting go, and letting in. Even when really painful or 

challenging things happens, it’s about surrendering to allow grief or whatever 

feelings arise and surrendering to all the good life still has in store and 

surrendering to all the purpose that can be made out of it.  

 
Why It’s eSSential to Joy 

When we resist change, when we deny or push away our feelings, when we hold on 

too closely, we suffer, and we miss out on trusting the abundance of life and opening 

up to all of the joy that can be. 

 
What it Looks Like in Practice 

Let me give you an everyday kind of example. Imagine you are late heading into an 

important meeting at work, and you spill your tea or coffee all over your lap (I’ve 

done this!). You don’t have any spare clothes in the car.  

 

In this moment, you have a clear choice – move towards joy or away from it. You 

could easily create more suffering (being angry at yourself, finding someone to 

blame, reinforcing your belief that bad things always happen to you, skipping the 

meeting, fighting with reality, freaking out, jumping to worst case scenarios, etc.).  

 

Or, instead, you could simply surrender, accept it, go with it, rather than against it. 

Breathe into and through it. If you keep holding onto your desire to go into the 

meeting with a perfectly pressed outfit, you will never open up to all the joy (and 

the humor!) that is right here, right now.  

 

Just imagine a closed, grasping hand, holding onto something that doesn’t even 

exist…versus a wide open hand, surrendered, accepting, and open to unexpected 

blessings. When you are surrendered, there is so much more room for laughter, for 

perspective, for solutions, for breath, for good things to come in. When our hands 

are open, we remember that there is always new life ready and waiting to greet us. 

Always. 

 
What You Can Do Right Now 
Is there something in your life that you are fighting, resisting, or holding onto when 

you really need to let go? If things don’t go as planned, do you start kicking and 

screaming? Today, practice surrendering whenever those things occur, going with 

http://www.joypotential.com/
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them, rather than fighting against them. Practice seeing the perfection of what is, 

trusting whatever happens, rather than feeling certain your ego knows what is best.   

 

Some people tend to fight life itself, some fight with each other, and others fight 

themselves. And many people do all three every single day.  
 

Today, give yourself permission to be a lifelong student of Earth School. Trust that 

everything that has happened up to this point can be used to serve your future and 

the world. Know that there are no failures, only feedback, and, whatever is 

happening is the perfect thing for you to be learning.  
 

Go stand outside today and face your palms up with your head back. Look up to the 

sky, breathe deeply, and say (aloud or silently) “I surrender. I trust this. I open 

myself to whatever new life, opportunities, and joy want to come in.”  

 

Surrender, and trust that it all works out in the end and,  
if it hasn’t worked out yet, it’s not the end. 

 

 

#2 - Savor 

What it Means 

What we seek, we find. What we focus on, expands. We are imperfect humans living 

in an imperfect world. If we choose to, we could literally spend every moment of 

every day focusing on all the things that are “wrong” or not “good enough.” 

Unfortunately, some people actually spend their entire lifetime doing this.  

http://www.joypotential.com/
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However, the more we focus on the problems (rather than the good things or the 

solutions), we are literally training our brains to keep looking for more and more 

problems. Savoring is about actively recognizing and taking in all of the goodness, 

within you and all around you. It’s about being fully present for the everyday magic. 

It’s about not letting positive experiences pass right on by without noticing them or 

receiving all of the blessings they have to offer you. Savoring the good wires in joy. 

 

Just think of a vacation you took. Do you find yourself reminiscing about it, telling 

stories about it, looking at photos, perhaps days or even years after it occurred? 

Every time you do so, you are savoring and multiplying the goodness of it.  

Imagine how life would be if we reviewed every day of our lives like we do our 

vacations, replaying all of the precious moments.  

 

Chances are, at the end of your life, you’ll be 

reminiscing about the very days you are 

living right now, reflecting on your daily 

routines, your seemingly mundane tasks, 

your health, your relationships, your 

opportunities, and wishing, more than 

anything, that you had appreciated them at 

the time. Savoring now is about not waiting 

until the end of your life to do this. 

 

I regularly hear clients tell me that their 

lives are filled with wonderful things – such 

as watching their kids grow up, a good job, a loyal spouse, a home over their heads, 

tummies filled with nourishing foods, and so forth. On the larger scale, these 

individuals are aware of the good (or even great) things in their lives. However, the 

daily moments that contain the potential for joy are overshadowed by their busy 

minds, distracted or already onto the next thing. Most people are doing more and 

savoring less. Joy often comes when, at least in our busy minds, we start doing less 

and savoring more.  

 

Hedonic adaptation is a term used in psychology to describe what happens when we 

get really excited about something in our lives (a new outfit, new car, etc.) and then, 

after a surprisingly short time, the joy wears off, and we are already looking for the 

next new thing. Essentially, we adapt to it and lose touch with the greatness of it. 

Joy is about continually being awake to this greatness by consciously and 

continually savoring it.  

 

http://www.joypotential.com/
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Savoring is about realizing that, the 

more we appreciate things, the more 

value they have to offer us, the more 

meaningful life becomes, and the more 

our brains begin to see the 

extraordinary beauty in the ordinary 

moments. 

 

Take time every single day to savor 

moments like a warm cup of tea  

(or coffee, hot chocolate, or whatever 

delicious beverage of your choice!).  
 
 
 

What it’s Not 
Savoring is not about ignoring the challenges in ourselves, our lives, and the world. 

It’s simply about dwelling on possibilities and solutions, not the problems. It’s about 

honoring all of the beauty and sweetness that coexist right alongside the pain, and 

it’s about using the struggle as motivation to multiply even more goodness to the 

world. 

  

In other words, savoring does not discount the value of seeing 

problems. Of course, there is a time and place for this. For 

example, someone whose job it is to monitor safety in an 

organization is actually hired to be continually scanning the 

environment for what could possibly go wrong. However, this 

kind of employee, hopefully, is also continually scanning for 

how to make things go right!  

 

Savoring is also not about having to spend your life on a 

meditation retreat. Savoring means taking a few seconds 

throughout your busy life to …pause… and …notice… and 

…really, fully, take in… all of the gifts life is reaching out to 

give you that you otherwise are too distracted to miss.   

 
Why It’s eSSential to Joy 

Abundant joy does not come from having more, doing more, or being more. There 

are plenty of people with dreamy levels of so-called “success” who are miserable. 

Instead, the feeling of joyful abundance comes from appreciating and savoring 

everything we already have, right here, right now.  

http://www.joypotential.com/
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What You Can Do Right Now  
Learning to savor is a practice and, the more you do it, the easier and more natural 

it becomes. Before you know it, you’ll be a savoring superstar and, without even 

trying, your brain will simply start noticing and feeling all of the things to 

appreciate!  

 

Today, I invite you to pause for at least one full minute and fully savor a moment 

and to do this at least 5 times. Savor it like you would a piece of decadent chocolate 

or whatever is yummiest of all to you.   

 

You may want to sit back right this moment and focus on one area of your body that 

works well or feels good. If that part of your body, say your left ear, suddenly 

started hurting, you would more greatly appreciate how good it feels right now. 

Don’t wait until your next earache to savor the blessing of having an ear that hears 

well, feels good, and works every single day without you even having to try. That’s 

just one little example. The opportunities for savoring are limitless!  

 

You may want to try savoring while doing dishes -- taking in the warmth of the 

water on your hands, the beautiful flowers out the window, the sounds or silence in 

your home, and so forth. You may want to take a minute in the middle of your work 

day to sit back in your chair in between appointments to acknowledge what a 

blessing it is that you have work and get to use your talents and be paid for them. It 

may mean looking into your spouse’s eyes at the end of the day and realizing all of 

the ways they supported you that day, ways you may otherwise miss. Today, make 

it your mission to see as much good in as many things as possible and then to fully, 

deeply breathe it in.  
 
#3 – Story 
What it Means 

The stories we choose to let live inside our 

own heads and hearts, the stories we choose to 

describe our lives to others, and the stories we 

choose to file away an experience can literally 

change everything.  
 

We are, nearly nonstop, thinking stories about 

our experiences. The moment we wake up, we 

tell ourselves a story about how much sleep 

we did or didn’t get and the kind of day we are 

going to have. We tell ourselves stories about 

other people and how they are hurting or 

helping us, how they are better or worse than 
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us, how they are someone we appreciate or someone we blame. We tell ourselves 

stories about our looks, our levels of success, and whether or not we are good 

enough. And on and on and on.  

 

Nearly all of these stories are just interpretations, and yet we believe them as if 

they are true. Not only are they oftentimes untrue, but we spend our precious 

moments having negative thoughts that perpetuate our suffering rather than 

positive ones that perpetuate joy. The stories we tell ourselves can make a situation 

either maddening or meaningful.  

 

In any given situation, we could choose to describe it in a hundred different ways, 

and the moment we describe the experience to someone else, that is what it 

becomes. Most things in life don’t inherently have a certain meaning. We humans 

are the makers of meaning. The moment we voice something, we make real 

whatever meaning we choose, we identify with it, and we direct how it’s then stored 

in the brain. 

 

What we focus on, we feel. We can use our stories to motivate, energize, and 

connect, or we can use our stories to discourage, disconnect, and literally zap our 

energy and joy. We suffer from being addicted to criticism. We benefit from every 

positive and affirming thought we have. 

 

With our stories, we have the power to actively turn every single so-called “minus” 

in our lives into a plus, we can reframe and reclaim experiences by rising above 

whatever happened, and we can ensure that no bad experience or moment is ever 

wasted by getting every last possible good thing we can out of it. 

 
What it’s Not 
Creating a new, joy-boosting story around something in your life does not mean 

making something up. It just means focusing on what did go well, what could have 

gone worse and didn’t, any good (no matter how small) there is to appreciate, how 

you genuinely can grow from the experience, what you learned from it, and how you 

can use it to serve others and your own future. 

 

Also, again and again, I like to emphasize to people that thinking and speaking 

positively is not about denial (this is one of the greatest and most misdirected 

criticisms of joy). When we are in a negative state or seeing things through a 

negative lens, we are denying all the positive things also occurring. Plus, positivity 

lights up more parts of our brain, so we are literally using more of our brains and 

capacity when thinking positively, meaning we are much less likely to be in denial 

when positive! 
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Why It’s eSSential to Joy 
Did you know that every single thought you have sends 

a signal to your brain and, among other things, lets it 

know (1) what kinds of chemicals to be producing, (2) 

what kinds of things to notice and find proof of in the 

environment around you (i.e. notice how life is unfair or 

notice how life is purposeful), and (3) what kinds of 

thoughts to make it more likely and easily you will have 

again and again and again?!   

 

While this is a scary thing to realize if your thoughts are continually negative, it 

also comes with an abundance of hope. Just think – if you change your thoughts, 

you change your body chemistry, you can suddenly find proof in the world around 

you to back up that positive thought, and it becomes easier and easier to have more 

positive thoughts, eventually, without even trying. In order to experience our fullest 

joy potential, stories are definitely something we need to be very intentional about!  
 
What You Can Do Right Now 
There are countless ways to change the stories in your life, and this is something I 

dive into deeply in my courses and coaching. Here are a few ideas to try right now.  

 

1 - Look at your to do list. Before each item, simply add the words “I get to…” or “I 

am going to make ______________ as joyful as possible.” Notice how that simple 

change in language can change the entire experience. 

 

 

2 - Begin to add what I call “The Magic And” into your thoughts and conversations. 

Essentially, you can speak however you typically would, and just be sure to add on 

…”and ________________ (insert something positive here).” For example, when 

someone asks you how your day is going, you might typically respond with “I am 

just so overwhelmed, and it feels like I can never get everything done or have 

enough energy” I am inviting to add on this “…AND…I am grateful for everything I 

do get done and that I have an abundant life and that I am still alive and able to do 

all the things I do get done, and I also realize that this is an opportunity for me to 

find the calm within the chaos and to see the perfection of imperfection.”  

 

3 - Think of someone in your life you feel annoyed or frustrated with. Create a new 

story about them by focusing on the strengths on the flip-side of everything you find 

challenging about them. For example, someone you find “overbearing,” you can 

choose to see as passionate or as someone who cares a lot and is very 

communicative. See them with compassion, with the recognition that you don’t 

know their struggle or what’s really going on underneath the things they say or do, 
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see their best intentions, and see them as your teacher. Remember, whatever we 

focus on, we feel. Change your focus, change your feelings. 

  
 

“Gratitude is like a flashlight.  It 
lights up what is already there.   

You don’t necessarily have 
anything more or different, but 
suddenly you can actually see 

what is.  And because you can see, 
you no longer take it for granted.” 

M.J. Ryan 

 
 

#4 – Shift 
What it Means 

One of the fastest ways we can shift our emotional and mental state is by shifting 

our physical state. Shift here refers to doing something to shift your body so that it 

contributes to your joy. When you see an image of someone, just think of how you 

know whether or not they are joyful – their body shows it. However, you don’t have 

to first feel joy before changing your physical state. Simply by changing your body, 

you can change your mood. Below are some of the many different ways we can use 

our bodies to help create the conditions for joy to flourish! 

  

Movement: Shifting can mean doing a happy dance just because, jumping up and 

down in some sort of joyful way for no particular reason, skipping instead of 

walking, or choosing some sort of aerobic exercise, which studies show is as or more 

effective than anti-depressants.  

 

Laughter: Did you know the average child laughs hundreds of times a day, and the 

average adult laughs less than 10? Shifting can mean choosing to laugh about 

something, rather than get frustrated. Laughter instantly decreases cortisol (stress 

hormone) and boosts all hormones related to joy. And, yes, laughter is actually a 

choice, and our brains and bodies don’t know the difference between laughter that 

comes “naturally” and laughter we intentionally create (which is really amazing!).  
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Facial Expression: Notice how you are holding your face right now. Shifting can 

mean relaxing your facial muscles and allowing a look of joy to appear.  

 

Breath: Shifting can mean taking some long, spacious, deep breaths to turn on your 

body’s natural relaxation response. 

 

Posture: Shifting can mean changing your posture (every posture sends a different 

signal to your brain, telling it to release different chemicals, from relaxed to 

energized to stressed to ecstatic and beyond). Choosing joy may mean shifting from 

a posture like the one on the left to the one on the right:  

 

Voice: Shifting can mean singing aloud (no matter what kind of singing voice you 

have) or intentionally changing your speaking voice (the volume, the pitch, and the 

tone). Did you know that, when we shift our voice, we shift the vibrational 

frequency inside of us?! With our voices, we have the ability to raise our vibration to 

match the frequency of joy. If this sounds woo-woo to you (it’s not, and there is 

plenty of research to back it up!), you’ve certainly experienced proof of this 

firsthand. Just think of a time when you listened to a happy song, and it instantly 

elevated your emotional state. Your voice has the power to do the same! 

 

Nourishment: Shifting can also mean balancing out your 

body chemistry by eating foods to boost your mood, like dark 

leafy greens, whole grains, and healthy proteins. Also, aim to 

avoid those foods that spike insulin levels and contribute to 

mood swings (such as refined carbohydrates, processed 

sugars, and chemicals). 

 

http://www.joypotential.com/
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What it’s Not 
Shifting your body doesn’t mean not sleeping or taking care of your body when it is 

calling for rest. Self-care and joy are absolutely connected! 

 

Shifting is also not about being inauthentic with your current emotional state. 

Instead, think of shifting your body in the same way you would invite someone who 

is stressed out to take some deep breaths.  

 

What You Can Do Right Now 
Look at the list of possibilities just mentioned for all the ways 

you can shift your physical state to shift your mental and 

emotional state – movement, laughter, facial expression, breath, 

posture, voice, and nourishment. Try out a few right now (it can 

literally take less than a minute!). Feel silly?! Great! That must 

mean you are stretching yourself and expanding your capacity 

for joy. Plus, silliness is good for the soul ☺  
 

#5 – Surround 
What it Means 

This step refers to surrounding yourself with images, colors, environments, people, 

smells, and sounds that bring you joy and make you come alive. Although we can 

absolutely source joy fully from within, there’s no doubt that our external space and 

those we surround ourselves with affect us. Unless we’re very intentional about it 

not happening, we naturally become more like whatever we surround ourselves 

with. Therefore, surround yourself with things you want to joyously rub off on you. 

 

“Surround” might mean making some larger changes, like cultivating friendships 

with people who uplift and inspire you, changing your office or home décor to feel 

more like a sanctuary, spending more time in those places where you feel connected 

to your passions (like an art studio, in nature, in the library, in a yoga studio, etc.), 

or taking a trip to someplace you love.  

 

On a you-can-do-it-right-this-moment scale, “surround” might refer to lighting a 

candle, searching Google images for photos of “the world’s cutest animals,” putting 

on a song that lights you up, stepping outside in nature, adding some aromatherapy 

to the air, reading or watching something positive, calling a friend, and so forth. 

These are just some of the countless examples of ways you can surround yourself 

http://www.joypotential.com/
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with joy. The aim is simple: either add or change 

something to the environment you are in to boost the joy 

factor, or spend more time in places and with people who 

bring you joy. I call all these things “joy buoys.” 

 

Fun Fact: Thanks to brain imaging, numerous studies 

now show that the images we are exposed to literally 

change our brain. What images are you surrounding 

yourself with the most? Want to quickly surround 

yourself with joy? Simply print up some inspiring quotes 

and beautiful images of nature you find online and tape them up around you! 

 

Also, things that once brought you joy might not do so any longer, and things that 

bring others joy, may not resonate with you. Have fun playing around to see what 

most delights you. Begin noticing the kinds of places and people you feel worse after 

being around and those who lift you up. Notice what you love and simply surround 

yourself with more of that. When you are connected to things you love, you are 

literally plugging into life force energy. 

 
What it’s Not 
While surround does mean being mindful of what you fill your external 

environment with, it doesn’t at all mean you have to shelter yourself from anything 

that could be negative.  

 

Also, be sure to surround yourself with things that bring joy both during and after. 

For example, a bar may appear to be a source of joy for you, but then you feel worse 

afterwards. 

 
What You Can Do Right Now 
Here are a few suggestions:  

 

(1) Try this out! Go visit some of these websites and see how you feel when you visit 

them. Notice what happens when you feed your heart and mind more joy by 

surrounding yourself with news that inspires you and helps you see the good that is 

happening and is possible! 

 

www.dailygood.org    www.huffingtonpost.com/good-news/ 

http://www.positivenewsus.org  www.goodnewsnetwork.org/  

http://www.joypotential.com/
file:///C:/Users/Christine/Dropbox/Christine%20Biz/Joy/Website/Colorgrooves/www.dailygood.org
file:///C:/Users/Christine/Dropbox/Christine%20Biz/Joy/Website/Colorgrooves/www.huffingtonpost.com/good-news/
http://www.positivenewsus.org/
file:///C:/Users/Christine/Dropbox/Christine%20Biz/Joy/Website/Colorgrooves/www.goodnewsnetwork.org/
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(2) Think of the people who fill you up in the best of ways. Go reach out to one of 

them right now! 

 

(3) Do one simple thing to shift the environment you are currently in, or get up and 

go immerse yourself in a different environment. 

 

#6 – Spread 
What it Means 

One of the incredible things about being human is that we have an enormous 

capacity to receive joy ourselves when we spread it to others. Spread refers to doing 

something, big or small, to bring joy to someone else.  

 

Spread is about offering kindness to people you know or to complete strangers. 

Spread is about service and generosity, about getting outside of yourself and 

remembering our connectedness. 

  

Spread is about setting meaningful goals that give your life purpose and connect 

your work and your everyday life to ways you can contribute to the greater good. 

 

Spread is about actively feeling joy for 

others. For example, when your friend 

tells you about some great news in 

her life, one way to spread joy is to 

really celebrate with her. In fact, just 

think of how much joy would be 

available to you every moment if, 

rather than feeling threatened by, 

critical of, or jealous of others’ 

happiness, you could feel joy for them. 

And what a gift to them to have you 

share in their celebration! 

 

Spread is about expressing as much appreciation as possible. It’s about reflecting 

back to others the unique gifts you see inside of them. It’s about acknowledging 

others through words and actions and letting them know how much they matter. 

 
What it’s Not 
Spreading joy doesn’t mean giving and giving until you are depleted. In fact, I love 

the notion “give of your overflow, not of your sustenance.” Find ways to spread joy 

that nourish you. Also, spreading joy works especially well when you are also 

spending other time surrounded by things that lift you up and replenish you.  

http://www.joypotential.com/
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Why It’s eSSential to Joy 

First, I believe we humans have an inherent need to 

contribute. Anybody who is experiencing their joy 

potential is also helping others, continually finding 

ways for their own life to be of service beyond 

themselves. Service and joy are intrinsically linked. 

Secondly, so much of the human struggle happens 

when we spend too much time in our heads, 

overthinking things, dwelling on things, worrying, 

regretting, and judging ourselves and others. One of 

the fastest ways to get out of our own funk, our own 

minds, our own struggle, and our own way is to reach 

out and connect to others. 

 
What You Can Do Right Now 
Here are some ideas (among countless) for how you 

can spread joy, no matter who you are or where you are in life! Pick at least one, do 

it right away, and notice how you instantly feel better! 

 

♥  tape a dollar to a vending machine with a sign that says “enjoy a snack…it’s on 

me” ♥ share your umbrella with someone who doesn’t have one ♥  open the door for 

someone ♥  bring someone flowers ♥ bring drinks or a snack to outdoor laborers  

♥ babysit for free to give parents a special night out ♥ mow your neighbor’s grass  

♥ give blood ♥ leave a thank you note for your mailman, the janitor at work, or the 

trash service  ♥ put away a shopping cart that isn’t yours ♥ say a prayer for 

someone else ♥ send a text message, card, or email to thank someone or let them 

know you are thinking of them and love them ♥ pick up somebody else’s trash  

♥ pay the toll for the car behind you ♥  visit a hospital or nursing home with special 

treats, gifts, songs, or smiles ♥  give someone else a parking spot ♥  let someone else 

go in front of you in line ♥  leave a big tip or special note for your server ♥  plant a 

tree ♥ volunteer ♥ give a hug ♥ make cookies and bring them to a neighbor ♥ go 

through your old clothes and bring them to a local shelter ♥ send a care package to 

a soldier ♥ leave a note on a stranger’s car that says something like “Smile! Have a 

great day!” ♥ smile at the people around you ♥ practice spending a day when you 

only say kind things 

 

Congratulations! You’ve made it through all 6 eSSentials!  
I am celebrating you, appreciating you, and wishing you endless blessings as you continue to 

CHOOSE joy, CREATE joy, OPEN fully to joy, SHARE joy, and MULTIPLY joy in the world! 

http://www.joypotential.com/
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Your Pocket Guide 
I invite you to print up the below and put it somewhere you’ll see it daily, like in your wallet, 

on the bathroom mirror, on the windowsill, or inside your datebook!  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6 Joy eSSentials 

1. Surrender 
Go with, rather than against,  

whatever is happening. 
 

2. Savor 
Notice & fully take in the good,  

within and all around you. 
 

3. Story 
Think & speak in ways  

that perpetuate joy. 
 

4. Shift 
Change your physical state to change 

your mental & emotional state. 
 

5. Surround 
Surround yourself with joy-boosting 

images, people, objects, & sounds.  
 

 6. Spread 
Do something to spread  

joy to someone else.  

joypotential.com 
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Next Steps 
 

There is so much more I am excited to share with you when it comes to awakening your Joy 

Potential. If you would love more support in learning and applying the comprehensive 

roadmap to feeling more true inner joy, I would be thrilled to connect more.  

 

I warmly welcome you to follow me on Facebook and Instagram for 

ongoing joy tips and inspiration. 

 

Learn more about our various services and programs below: 

Joy Potential coaching for in-person or virtual individualized support  

 

Awakening Your Joy Potential weekend retreat 

 

Online Joy Potential course 

 

Reiki Training (a life-changing weekend to awaken your healing gifts)  

 

Center for Thriving Relationships (the business I run with my dear 

husband to help people break through their relationship challenges 

and make their love stronger and better than ever) 

 

To thank and congratulate you for making it this far, I am offering you 

$25 off my retreats or online programs. Simply enter code JOY25.  

 

Want to read the experiences others have had? We’ve been fortunate to 

receive hundreds of testimonials, many of which can be found here. 

http://www.joypotential.com/
https://www.facebook.com/YourJoyPotential/
https://www.instagram.com/christine_eartheart/
https://joypotential.com/coaching/
https://joypotential.com/retreat
https://joypotential.com/online-course/
https://joypotential.com/reiki
https://centerforthrivingrelationships.com/
https://joypotential.com/praise/
https://joypotential.com/praise/
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Meet Christine Eartheart  

Founder of Joy Potential 

Combining my own extensive personal experience, 

my great honor in supporting thousands of clients 

and students over the past 15 years, and my 

enthusiastic study of Positive Psychology and the 

neuroscience of happiness, I have become an 

enthusiastic believer that there is an abundance 

more love and joy available to us than hardly 

anyone ever taps into, and it's my deepest calling 

in life to help people, no matter who you are or 

where you are in life, to do just that. 

 

Learn more about my story here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I am cheering you on with all my heart and abundantly 

grateful and honored to be on this journey with you.  

Please let me know anything I can possibly do to support you. 

I truly look forward to connecting lots more! 
 

http://www.joypotential.com/
https://joypotential.com/about/

